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Introduction. Bunun is a Formosan language of Taiwan with predicate-initial word order (Wu 
2013, Huang & Shih 2016, Shih 2017, Li 2018). The syntactic derivation of its verb-initiality has 
found rival accounts in the literature: as VP-fronting (Wu 2013) and as V-to-C head movement 
(Shih 2017). The existence of both sentences with goal-PP complements that must front 
(seemingly along with the verb), and sentences with goal-PP complements that may remain low, 
offered respectively in Wu 2013 and Shih 2017 in support of their competing arguments, is 
currently an unexplained contrast under either account.  

In this paper, I argue that a remnant-VP fronting account of Bunun predicate-initiality helps 
capture this contrast. I adopt an analysis where the goal-PPs selected for by unaccusative verbs 
and those selected by unergative verbs have crucially different relationships with the rest of the 
verbal structure. Namely, the goal-PPs that unaccusative verbs select for base-generate the 
unaccusative subject as the figure argument of the PP (Svenonius 2003, 2007). The movement of 
this figure argument to the verbal specifier position has the effect of barring the PP in which it 
was base-generated from subsequently moving. As a result, unaccusative VPs containing goal-
PPs must be raised wholesale. On the other hand, unergative subjects are generated directly as 
external arguments in the specifier of VoiceP, and bear a less strict relationship with the figure 
argument of the PP - one that crucially allows for PP extraposition out of the later-fronted VP. 

Data/Puzzle. Bunun predicates, like the verb ma~maun in (1), typically precede all other 
material in the clause, excepting overt complementizers in embedded clauses and fronted topic 
phrases. Where no source is given, these data come from the author’s fieldwork. 

(1)  ma~maun   a  Bukun=a   mas  keik 
    RED.PROG~AV.eat NOM Bukun=NOM.DIST OBL cake 
    Bukun is (currently) eating this cake (“Bukun正在吃這個cake”) 

This word order can be derived by XP-movement of a verbal constituent (Massam 2000, 2001 
for Niuean, Lee 2000 for Quíavini Zapotec, Travis & Rackowski 2000 for Malagasy, Coon 2010 
for Ch’ol). In Bunun, with a transitive verb in Actor Voice as in (1), the verb is followed by the 
nominative-marked external argument (here, Bukun), then the oblique-marked internal argument 
(the cake). If the whole VP is fronted to derive predicate-initiality, VP-internal material should 
also be raised to the verb’s pre-external-argument landing site. Transitive objects like mas keik in 
(1) must, therefore, vacate the VP independently to avoid being pied-piped. If, however, this VP-
vacating object shift does not apply to all VP-internal material, then the concomitant fronting of 
that other VP-internal material with the verb can be held up as evidence for the phrasal 
derivation. In providing examples of “resultative PP complement[s] of V” that obligatorily front 
with the verb, as in example (2a), Wu 2013 argues for such a VP-movement analysis for Bunun. 

(2) Resultative PP must be pied-piped      =(23c,d) from Wu 2013:586  
      a.   [ ma-suh(a)is   sia  lumah ]  a  cina 
          [ AV-return  LOC house ]  NOM mother 
          Mother returned to the house 
      b. * ma-suh(a)is      a  cina  sia  lumah 
          AV-return     NOM mother  LOC house 
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Conversely, Bunun’s predicate-initial word order can also be derived by roll-up head movement 
of the verb (McCloskey 1991 and Carnie 1995 for Irish, Clemens & Coon 2018 for Mayan 
languages). In addition to potentially providing a derivation for the collection of voice, tense, and 
aspect morphemes onto the verbal stem, it provides a natural explanation for the possibility of 
the word order in (3b), provided by Shih 2017 in support of a head-movement analysis. Head 
movement would only target the V head, leaving its PP complement in situ below. However, this 
data would appear to contradict Wu 2013’s argument for a VP-fronting analysis of Bunun. 

(3) PP complement can stay low          (a) from fieldwork, (b)=(185a) from Shih 2017:146 
      a.   [ k(a)u-da~daza   sia lukis ]  a   utung=a  
          [ AV.go-RED~top   LOC  tree  ]  NOM monkey=DIST.NOM 
          That monkey went-to-the-top of a tree 
      b.   k(a)u-da~daza      a   utung=a  [sia lukis] 
          AV.go-RED~top   NOM monkey=DIST.NOM  [LOC  tree] 

Analysis. I argue that this data is not a contradiction, but a previously unnoticed contrast based 
on argument structure. I assume that unaccusative subjects are internal arguments licensed by Vº, 
whereas unergative subjects are introduced as external arguments licensed in the specifier of a 
higher VP shell (Voiceº, following Kratzer 1996). I take resultatives, which are internal-argument-
oriented, to be predicates that base-generate that internal argument in their specifier / subject 
position (Hoekstra 1988, Bowers 1993, 1997, Stechow 1995, Beck & Snyder 2001, Son & 
Svenonius 2008). When unaccusative verbs select resultative PPs, they raise that internal 
argument to spec-VP, whereas unergative verbs have no internal arguments and instead directly 
introduce their subjects high in spec-VoiceP. Consequently, unergatives permit the PP to vacate 
the VP (here modeled as rightward extraposition), unlike unaccusatives, whose remnant PP 
complements must stay within the VP and end up being pied-piped with the verb.  
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Example (2): Unaccusative structure,  
with disallowed PP extraction in red

Example (3): Unergative structure,  
with optional PP extraction in green
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